
Ironing with dry steam

Ironing without steam

Vertical ironing for sensitive fabric

Auto clean function for care-free use

No-drip system

Anti-limescale system for a long useful life of the iron

This iron has an advanced perfect glide soleplate made
out of ceramic providing even steam distribution through
its carefully designed vent holes. Because of low friction
and optimal gliding you get excellent ironing results with
every type of fabric. It is scratch resistant and easy to
clean.

Soleplate

2400 WHeater power

Not PI APPLiA certified

3838942137488

Electronic iron-steam generator

Gorenje

566112
SGT2400MVPRO

Not PI APPLiA certified
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3838942137488EAN code

With P-TEMP function you will be able to iron most of
the fabrics without any manual adjustment of
temperature and steam quantity. This function has a
preset optimal combination of temperature and quantity
of steam for perfect results. At any time you can change
your ironing settings to one of the nine preset programs
(e.g. linen, wool, silk).

Product code

2400 WConnected load

4,5 kgGross weight

3,3 kgNet weight

39,5 × 31 × 24,5 cmDimensions of packed product (W×H×D)

39 × 24 × 21 cmDimensions (W×H×D)

1,9 mLength electrical cord

Plastic + metalMaterial

6 barSteam pressure

1,00 lWater tank capacity

Automatic power-off

Keeping such a powerful appliance firmly in place
requires good architectural form and rubber feet at the
bottom to make sure the appliance doesn’t move during
operation or when removing the jug.

Feet for stability

Ergonomic design for a perfect fit

Removable water tank for easy maintenance

Very useful, large feed opening with a coverFeed opening with a cover

Water can be refilled during ironing

Cartridge status indicator

Water level indicator

Water hardness indicator

Clearly laid out LED displayInfo display

whiteDigital display

Tip for precision ironing

250 g/minSteam blast for immediate extra steam

99 g/minSteam release regulator

Temperature indicator for full control

Advance pump

Advanced steam release system with more nozzles

ECO program for economical use
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